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MPEG Unified Speech and Audio Coding
Enabling Efficient Coding of both Speech and Music
The standardization of MPEG USAC in ISO/IEC is now in its
final phase. USAC has the advantage of efficient compression performance both for speech and music signals. This
breakthrough has been realized by resolving the issue of the
relatively poor compression performance for speech signals
compared to music signals, which existing audio codecs
have. NTT DOCOMO has proposed the inter-TES technology for USAC which has been adopted as a part of the specification. This technology focuses on improving the subjective
quality for transient audio components such as applause
sounds and percussive sounds that conventional bandwidth
extension schemes do not cope with efficiently. With the
advent of USAC which promises better audio quality,
improvement in mobile audio services can be expected in the
future.
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1. Introduction
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This article describes an overview

*1 ISO: An organization for standardization in the
information technology. Sets international
standards for all industrial fields except electrical and telecommunication fields.
*2 IEC: An organization for standardization in the
information technology. Sets standards in the
electrical and telecommunication fields.
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The basic algorithm of USAC is

Following several core experiments

signals of a transient nature such as
Modified Advanced Audio Coding

Time-frequency transform coding decoder
Modified AAC decoder

Encoded
bit stream

TCX decoder

eSBR decoder

MPS decoder

Output
signal

ACELP decoder
Linear prediction coding decoder
Core decoder

Figure 1 USAC decoder configuration

*3 MPEG: Technical standards for coding and
transmission of digital audio and video. Standards developed by a working group under a
Joint Technical Committee of ISO and IEC.
MPEG-2 is used for digital TV and DVD while
MPEG-4 is a coding scheme with extended
application areas including mobile terminals
operating at low bitrates.
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*4 time-frequency transform coding: A type
of coding schemes where a temporal signal is
converted into the frequency domain using
orthogonal transforms represented by Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) and MDCT (see
*16), and then compressed in the frequency
domain.
*5 linear prediction coding: Coding schemes
that compress redundancy by removing predictable components taking advantage of linear

prediction analysis.
*6 eSBR: Technology developed through the
extension of SBR - the bandwidth extension
scheme standardized by ISO/IEC.
*7 MPS: One of the multi-channel audio coding
schemes standardized by ISO/IEC which realizes high-quality coding at low bitrates by
expressing multi-channel signals by audio signals of a smaller number of channels than the
actual number and parameters.
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In order to solve this issue, it is

2) Bandwidth Extension
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eSBR is developed from MPEG-4
Spectral Band Replication (SBR) [1]

*20

Steering Decorrelator

(TSD) has been

added for transient signals.

which is a bandwidth extension scheme
that generates signals in the higher fre-

envelopes with as small a number of
bits as possible and as high a temporal
resolution as possible. inter-TES pro-

3. inter-TES

posed by NTT DOCOMO is a solution

quency band from signals in the low

The inter-TES shapes the temporal

frequency band. In addition to the func-

envelope of the high frequency band

Figure 3 shows the configuration

tions in MPEG-4 SBR, eSBR has the

generated by SBR using the temporal

of inter-TES. First, the temporal enve-

*8 AAC: One of audio coding schemes specified
by ISO/IEC which encodes signals that are
time-frequency transformed by MDCT (see
*16).
*9 spectral noiseless coding: A scheme to
compress quantized MDCT (see *16) coefficients in AAC using Huffman coding (see
*11).
*10 arithmetic coding: A kind of entropy coding
in which the code assignment is determined on

the basis of symbol occurrence probability; It
is usually considered to have better compression efficiency than Huffman coding (see *11).
*11 Huffman coding: A kind of entropy coding
in which the code assignment is determined on
the basis of symbol occurrence probability.
*12 TCX: A coding scheme in which a synthesis
filter, derived through linear prediction, is driven by excitation signals (input to synthesis filter) encoded in the frequency domain.

*13 ACELP: A coding scheme in which a synthesis
filter, derived through linear prediction, is driven by an adaptive code book comprising past
excitation signals and an algebraic code book
comprising multiple pulse sequences.
*14 prediction residual signal: A signal component which is the difference between a reference signal and the predicted signal.
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Encoded bit stream

Bit stream deformatter

Bit stream parser

Core decoder

Huffman decoding
and dequantization
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Analysis QMF bank

Spectral envelope
adjusting parameter
Low frequency
band signal

Spectral envelope adjuster

High frequency band generator

High frequency
band signal

Synthesis QMF bank

Output signal

Figure 2 SBR configuration

Encoded bit stream
Bit stream deformatter

Core decoder

Bit stream parser

Huffman decoding and dequantization
Analysis QMF bank

Low frequency
band signal

High frequency band generator
Inter-TES

Temporal envelope
adjusting parameter

Low frequency
band temporal
envelope calculator

Spectral envelope
adjusting parameter

High frequency
band signal

Spectral envelope adjuster

High frequency
band signal
+
noise component

inter-subband-sample
temporal envelope adjuster

Sinusoidal
component

inter-subband-sample
temporal envelope shaper

Temporal envelope shaped
high frequency band signal
Synthesis QMF bank
Output signal

Figure 3 inter-TES configuration

*15 AMR-WB+: An extended coding scheme of
AMR-WR, the speech coding scheme standardized by 3GPP, which enables it to be used
for general audio signals such as music.
*16 MDCT: A method for converting a time–series
signal to its frequency components. It is able to
avoid distortion at block boundaries without losing information by windowing and overlapping
transform with the preceding and following
blocks, so it is widely used for audio encoding.
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*17 harmonics: Signal components comprising a
base frequency and its multiples.
*18 frequency band spectral envelope: The
contour of the frequency spectrum.
*19 IPD: The difference between the phases of
each channel in a multi-channel signal.
*20 decorrelator: The function to generate signals that have less correlation with the main
signal component.
*21 QMF bank: A kind of filter bank that divides

an input signal into more than one frequency
components.
*22 pre-echo: A phenomenon in which a frequency domain quantization error just prior to an
onset of attack in audio signal is perceived as
an echo-like distortion.
*23 post-echo: A phenomenon in which a frequency domain quantization error just after an
offset of attack in audio signal is perceived as
an echo-like distortion.
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applause sounds. Figure 5 shows the

decoded at the core decoder is calculat-

kbit/s (monaural), and the evaluated

test results for the signals whose tempo-

ed. Then, the temporal envelope of the

sound sources were two types of
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stream , which is followed by a calcu-
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lation of the gain for shaping the temBefore inter-TES

poral envelope of the high frequency
band signal. By applying the gain to the

(b)

high frequency band signal, the high
frequency band signal with a shaped
After inter-TES

envelope is obtained.
Figure 4 shows the temporal

(c)

waveforms of a high frequency band
signal before and after its temporal

26.4

26.45

26.5

envelope has been shaped by inter-TES.
The horizontal and vertical axes show

26.55
Time (s)

Figure 4 Temporal waveforms of high frequency band signal

time and signal amplitude, respectively.
While the input high frequency band
signal (a) has steep onset and offset for
an attack like an impulse signal, the

10

24 kbit/s
Without inter-TES

High

10

16 kbit/s
Without inter-TES

High

With inter-TES

With inter-TES

high frequency band signal generated
by the SBR (b) has distortion at the off5

5

Audio
quality

Audio
quality

0

0

set. In the signal whose temporal envelope has been shaped by inter-TES (c),
the distortion that existed at the offset is
now suppressed and it is observed that
the temporal envelope is very similar to
that of the input signal.
The authors have evaluated the performance of inter-TES by subjective
listening tests. The Multi Stimuli with
Hidden Reference and Anchors
*25

(MUSHRA)

method [4] was used for

Low
−5

Low
Applause sounds Applause sounds
bravo3
Cheering1
(a) 24 kbit/s

−5

Applause sounds Applause sounds
bravo3
Cheering1
(b) 16 kbit/s

Figure 5 Subjective evaluation test results for inter-TES

the tests with eight participants. The

*24 bit stream: Sequence of encoded bits.
*25 MUSHRA: One of the subjective evaluation
test methods to evaluate performance of speech
and audio coding schemes. The signals for
evaluation are evaluated on a 0-100 scale relative to their original signals The signals for
evaluation include the original signal and its
band-limited signals, in addition to the decoded
signal of the coding scheme under the test.
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